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Abstract: As a novel microfabrication method, electrochemical discharge machining has remarkable
effects on the forming and processing of brittle and hard materials and non-conductive materials,
but little research has been done on the electrochemical discharge mode in the jet state. To fulfil the
potential of this technology, innovative research on the discharge characteristics and mechanism of
electrochemical discharge machining in the jet mask is proposed. A high-speed camera observation
experiment was set up to record the process of the jet flow column discharge formation and penetra-
tion. Changes in the electric field of the electrolytic jet channel were analysed by simulation software,
and the morphology of the machined micro-pits was observed using a microscope. A mathematical
derivation of the dielectric electric field in the gas–liquid two-phase jet column reveals the mechanism
of discharge channel formation in the jet state. The experiments show that when the processing
voltage is 400 V, a stable continuous spark appears, realizing the unique characteristics of a large-gap
long-distance discharge and a flat small circle-shaped discharge mark produced at the bottom of the
crater. The actual field strength within the bubble of this model obtained by mathematical derivation
is approximately 61.5 kV/cm greater than the critical field strength for air bubble breakdown in the
standard state, where bubble breakdown occurs in the discharge.

Keywords: jet-electrochemical discharge machining; discharge phenomena; workpiece characteristic
morphological analysis; electric field simulation; mechanism analysis

1. Introduction

Electrochemical discharge machining (ECDM) is an emerging non-traditional hybrid
micromachining method that can be used for subtractive machining of all materials, regard-
less of their thermal and electrical conductivity, hardness, and reflectivity [1–3]. ECDM
integrates the characteristics of two non-traditional machining processes, namely electri-
cal discharge machining (EDM) and electrochemical machining (ECM). The combined
effect of EDM and electrochemical etching results in a 30%–40% increase in processing
rates compared to electrochemical machining (ECM) and electrodeposition machining
alone [4,5].

Applying a potential in electrolytic processing leads to the hydrolysis of the electrolyte.
It subsequently releases bubbles of oxygen and hydrogen from the auxiliary and tool
electrodes, respectively [6–8]. The coalescence of the hydrogen bubbles completely covers
the surface of the tool electrode with an insulating gas film. Furthermore, due to the high
electric potential, the insulating gas film breaks down, which triggers a spark discharge
from the tool electrode. The heat energy released by the spark discharge removes unwanted
material from the working surface through melting and vaporisation phenomena [9,10].

According to Singh and Dvivedi, tool electrodes with microcavities help in the growth
of stable and thin bubbles on the bottom surface of the tool electrode [11–15]. To control
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the discharge impact during electrochemical discharge processing, scholars have provided
some modifications in tool configurations by employing composite-based tool electrodes
and using different dielectrics based on a mixture of biodegradable content and nanopow-
der [16–20].

Although electrochemical processing has good prospects for application, most of
the research is still in the early exploration stage and has less application in production
practice. This is mainly because there are many factors affecting the electrochemical
processing process, as mentioned above, and the grasp of the influence of these factors on
the processing law is not comprehensive enough [21–23].

The discharge mechanism and processing effect of electrochemical discharge ma-
chining have been studied to varying degrees, but little research has been done on jet-
electrochemical discharge machining.

ECDM is where the tool is immersed in the electrolyte, and the machining voltage is
relatively small. Jet-ECDM is where the electrolyte is sprayed from the tool nozzle onto the
workpiece. The tool nozzle is not immersed in the electrolyte. Jet-ECDM is a combination
of microfine electrolysis and liquid jetting. Under an applied high voltage, when the gap is
filled with a conductive medium, the discharge breakdown becomes very easy, forming
a stable discharge channel and enabling large-gap long-distance discharge. Jet-ECDM does
not have the process of bubble formation of air film; the discharge is not caused by the
breakdown of the air film and does not have the typical prerequisites for ECDM.

There is a clear difference in the modelling of Jet-ECDM and ECDM, so detailed docu-
mentation of the Jet-ECDM discharge phenomenon is required. The discharge principle is
investigated by analysing the morphological excavation characteristics of the machined
workpiece, combined with simulation modelling and mathematical derivation. This paper
is dedicated to the above, providing a new methodological and theoretical basis for ECDM.

2. Discharge Experimental Research on Jet-ECDM

Figure 1 shows the experimental setup of the Jet-ECDM. The machine consists mainly
of the machine linear module, the work feeder with a servo motor, and the worktable. The
machine is mounted on a rigid marble base, which has a large vibration resistance, poor
thermal conductivity, and a coefficient of thermal expansion. To prevent small vibrations in
the surroundings from being transmitted to the machine, an adjustable damping pad is
installed under the base.
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The machine control section mainly consists of servo motors, a miniature encoder
system, a motion control card, and the virtual instrument development platform. The
human–machine interface was programmed using LabVIEW [24–26].

The electrolyte circulation system consists of a circulation tube, pressure control valve,
pressure gauge, and reservoir and is an important part of the Jet-ECDM equipment. The
pulsed high-voltage power supply has excellent characteristics such as reliable accuracy
and outstanding stability. Under the control of the human–machine interaction, the sports
platform can be moved along the x, y, and z axes to complete the precise machining of the
workpiece. At the same time, fluctuations in current and voltage during online machining
can be monitored in real-time with a digital oscilloscope.

2.1. Discharge Phenomena during Jet-EDCM

To study the discharge characteristics as well as to ensure the accuracy of the experi-
ment, the stainless steel workpiece was first pretreated by washing the workpiece surface
with acetone, alcohol, and deionized water, in turn, and drying it on a dryer to remove
impurities from the workpiece surface. The experimental design of the Jet-ECDM was
carried out under the following processing conditions: (1) voltage frequency of 1 kHz,
(2) voltage duty cycle of 50%, (3) processing time of 30 s, (4) electrolyte mass concentration
of 15%, (5) applied voltage of 400 V, (6) processing gap (i.e., nozzle to workpiece distance)
of 2.5 mm, (7) mask plate diameter of 500 µm, and (8) mask plate thickness of 50 µm.

In the experimental equipment, the nozzle tool was connected to the negative terminal
of the power supply (−), and the stainless steel workpiece was connected to the positive
terminal of the power supply (+). The characteristics of the jet electrolytic discharge during
processing were observed, and the discharge process is shown in Figure 2.

As can be seen in Figure 2, the discharge has the following characteristics: when the
tool electrode moves from right to left, no discharge occurs in the mask-covered area of the
stainless steel workpiece material, as shown in Figure 2a,d. When the tool electrode moves
above the workpiece without the mask coverage, the discharge occurs in the jet, as shown
in Figure 2b,c.

The jet machining experiments were repeated by varying the two process parameters
of peak pulse voltage, U, and machining gap, d, respectively. The discharge characteristics
for different processing voltages, U, and different processing gaps, d, are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Discharge Situation Table.

U (V)
Machining Gap d (mm)

Machining Voltage
200 225 250 275 300 325 350 375 400 425 450 475 500

1.5 × × # #
√ √ √

# # # # # #
2 × × × # # #

√ √ √ √ √
# #

2.5 × × × × # # #
√ √ √ √ √ √

3 × × × × × # # #
√ √ √ √ √

×—No discharge. #—Unstable discharge.
√

—Discharge.

To better observe the discharge phenomenon and to avoid the influence of light and
reflected light from the jet, a high-speed camera was used to take pictures in a dark room
environment with the same photo interval of 25 µs/frame, and the discharge process is
shown in Figure 3.

As can be seen in Figure 3, within the gas–liquid two-phase jet column, the discharge
at the initial stage is mainly concentrated in the middle of the bottom of the column, where
no discharge channel is formed, but rather presents discrete discharge points (Figure 3a,b).
As time increases, the number of discrete discharge points gradually increases, spreading
across the bottom and middle of the jet column (Figure 3c,d), and eventually, the discharge
channel of the jet column is realized between the two poles (Figure 3e), completing the
discharge process.
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2.2. Characterisation of Crater Morphology under Discharge Conditions

According to the discharge characteristics of jet electrolytic discharge compound
machining, when the distance between the nozzle and the workpiece (machining gap) is
fixed, the corresponding voltage can produce a stable and continuous discharge within
a certain range. The machining experiments were carried out using the above process
parameters, and the morphological characteristics of the machined structure were analysed
using an Olympus optical microscope, as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. The shape of the crater machined by ECDM. (a) The beginning of the process; (b) the end of
the process.

As shown in Figure 4, the workpiece first appears as a ring-like structure at the
beginning of machining, with obvious discharge marks at the bottom of the crater over
time. As the machining time increases, the discharge channels begin to build up, and a
stable discharge is formed. By only turning down the machining voltage, for example,
setting the machining voltage to 50 V, and keeping other machining conditions unchanged,
the morphology of the machined crater does not show the special pattern of the ring-like
structure [27–30].

A three-dimensional morphological measurement of the crater is shown in Figure 5.
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width dimension drawing.
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Figure 5 shows the 3D colour, and the depth and width dimensions of the pits, respec-
tively. It can be seen from the figure that the side walls of the pits processed by the jet mask
electrolytic discharge are steep and straight, and the bottom is flat, with better processing
quality. Further analysis of the 2D colour diagrams of the pits is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Morphology of craters machined at an applied voltage.

The mask plate has a good constraint on the shape of the machined workpiece, and
the machined craters are well-rounded. Although the edge part of the blue oil mask is
slightly broken, the mask can still play a constraint role, especially in that the width of the
size can be effectively controlled.

3. Electric Field Simulation Analysis Study of Jet-ECDM

The creation and development of a liquid discharge (liquid dielectric breakdown) is
an extremely complex process in which discharge channels are formed with a series of
events such as ionisation, collision, drift, compounding, and adsorption. A column of
pressurised electrolyte in a conical nozzle is sprayed onto the mask, which ensures that the
mask is tightly covered with the workpiece. At the same time, the high-velocity electrolyte
is ejected through the micro-hole onto the exposed workpiece surface, where a discharge
will occur when sufficient voltage is applied between the conical nozzle and the workpiece.
Under the combined effect of electrolytic processing, anode dissolution, and discharge
channel ablation, craters of a certain shape are formed.

3.1. Modelling Multi-Physics Field Coupling

In the pre-processing phase, the geometric model of the machining area is first drawn,
and then the individual physical fields are added in turn. The simulation analysis is carried
out using COMSOL 6.1 software, mainly using the electrochemical module. The electro-
chemical module, in turn, uses the corrosion, deformed geometry module, which is based
on two main blocks: the primary current distribution and the deformation geometry. In the
primary current distribution, relevant parameters such as electrolyte, insulation, electrode
surface, and initial values are set. The electrolyte fills the simplified geometry space, the
insulation boundary is mainly the mask area boundary, and the model is simplified as
shown in Figure 7.
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The simulation requires the following assumptions to be made about the model: the
electrolyte conductivity is stable and constant; the temperature of the electrolyte is stable
and constant [31]; and the current efficiency is 100% [32]. The relevant initial values to be
set in the pre-processing stage are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Simulation Parameters.

Parameter Name Numerical Values Unit

Voltage 350, 400, 450, 500 V
Mask diameter 500 µm
Mask thickness 50 µm

Machining clearance 2.50 mm
304 stainless steel molar quality 54.94 g/mol

304 stainless steel density 7.77 g/cm3

Electrolyte temperature 298.15 K
Electrical conductivity 7.00 S/m

Faraday’s constant 96,486 C/mol
Electrochemical equivalents 2.1 × 10−3 cm3/(A·min)

According to the above assumptions, the electric field is simplified to a constant electric
field, and the electric field at any point, P(x,y), in the processing region, Ω, conforms to the
Laplace equation.

∂2 ϕ

∂x2 +
∂2 ϕ

∂y2 = 0 (1)

ϕ—Potential at each point in the processing area
Laplace Equation Boundary Conditions:

ϕ|Γ1 = E
ϕ|Γ2 = 0
∂ϕ
∂n

∣∣∣Γs = 0
(2)

E—Anode surface potential;
n—Dharma Coordinates;
Γ1—Anode boundary;
Γ2—Cathode boundary;
Γs—Insulation boundary.

After the pre-processing is complete, the meshing is carried out. Good or bad meshing
will affect the accuracy of the simulation results. To improve the quality of the meshing, the
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geometric boundary is divided into layers, the rest of the area is a free-dissecting triangular
mesh, and the mesh around the anode is refined. The mesh at the mask hole is more finely
cut, thus ensuring the accuracy of the simulation results. To make the calculation easier
to converge, a gap of 5µm is set between the mask and the anode, as shown in Figure 8.
After completing the meshing, the simulation model is solved. The experimental factor
scan speed is equated to the calculation time in the simulation and is uniformly set to
t = 1 s with a time step of 0.1 s.
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Post-processing of the simulation results was carried out after the completion of
the calculations. The trends in electrolyte potential, electrolyte current density, anode
dissolution rate, and anode profile were mainly obtained from the calculation results of the
electrochemical module to provide some guidance for subsequent experimental processing.

3.2. Simulation Analysis of Electric Field Distribution

Voltage values of 350, 400, 450, and 500 V were chosen for the electric field simulation
analysis. For post-processing, the potential cloud plot at the last time point (t = 1 s) and the
(interval time 0.1 s) current density plots at different time points were selected, as shown
in Figure 9.

As can be seen from the potential cloud, the electric field line starts from the anode
and enters along the normal direction of the cathode. The potential inside the micro-hole is
evenly distributed in size and gradually decreases along the direction of the electric field
line, i.e., the potential is highest at the edge of the anode. As the blue oil mask covers
most of the stainless steel surface, these areas are insulated; only the area of the gouge
hole directly below the tool nozzle, where the metal is exposed, can be conducted, and
the closer to the centre point of the mask hole, the greater the electric field strength. On
the other hand, the discharge channel tends to develop along the shortest distance under
the influence of the electric field factor, so the discharge channel will be the first to be
piloted at the location of the bottom mask hole. The higher the applied voltage, the higher
the average voltage inside the micro via. As can be seen from the current density graph,
at a constant voltage, the current density at the bottom of the micro via decreases as the
simulation time increases, i.e., at the beginning of the simulation, the current density is at its
maximum, and the current density at the edge of the hole is greater than the current density
around it. As time increases, the current density at the bottom of the blind micro-hole is
gradually uniform.
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4. Discharge Mechanism Analysis of Jet-ECDM

A model of a flow column for pulsed jet electrolytic discharge machining is shown in
Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Partial enlargement of the flow column.

The perturbation case is not considered in the model, and the liquid jet between the
two is simplified to a cylinder with a steady flow and a homogeneous morphology. Around
its periphery is air, and the air and liquid electrical jets have a strict boundary (gas–liquid
boundary). The thick grey arrows represent the direction of the jet, where the electrolyte is
ejected from top to bottom under high voltage and pressure conditions, working on the
stainless steel workpiece directly below.

In the processing of stainless steel under the action of jet electrolytic discharge, the
electrolytic reaction occurs first when the electrolyte jet reaches the surface of the work-
piece, i.e., the removal of material from the surface of the anode workpiece is based on
electrochemical dissolution between the electrodes, a special oxidation–reduction process.
The oxidation process takes place on the surface of the anode workpiece, and the reduction
process takes place on the surface of the cathode tool.

The metal dissolution and oxygen precipitation reactions that occur at the anode
surface are described by Equations (3)–(5).

Fe− 3e− → Fe3+ (3)

Fe3+ + 3OH− → Fe(OH)3 ↓ (4)

4OH− − 4e− → 2H2O + O2 ↑ (5)

The cathode surface is dominated by the hydrogen precipitation reaction, described
by Equation (6).

2H+ + 2e− → H2 ↑ (6)

From Equations (3)–(6), we can see that the redox process is accompanied by the
precipitation of gas. A part of the gas generated is dissolved in the electrolyte, and the rest
escapes in the form of bubbles; the bubble generation efficiency, V(t), can be expressed as

V(t) =
M(t)
N(t)

(7)

In Equation (7), M(t) is the volume of bubbles escaping per unit of time. N(t) is the
total volume of gas produced per unit of time.

The bubble generation efficiency, V(t), is dependent on the type of gas generated and
the current density, e.g., V(t) for hydrogen at a current density of 1 A cm−2 is about 0.8.
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It can be seen that a significant portion of the gas generated is converted into bubbles
that escape.

On the other hand, as the electrolyte is ejected from the top down when the jet reaches
the processing surface, the liquid column will undergo a wave-like separation due to the
force, resulting in a vortex motion, and the air at the gas–liquid boundary will easily be
caught in the jet due to the vortex effect and form bubbles, the jet is dispersed in a trumpet
shape (trapezoid) from top to bottom, and the more irregular the jet pattern is against the
workpiece, the more bubbles are caught at the bottom of the liquid column.

Assuming that the electrolyte is incompressible, both the gravitational and viscous
forces of the electrolyte are negligible during the variation of the bubble. Then, according
to the Navier–Stoke equation, the bubble formation process in spherical coordinates can be
expressed as

ρl

(
∂Ur

∂t
+ Ur

∂Ur

∂r

)
= −∂P

∂r
(8)

Ur(t,r) indicates the radial velocity of the electrolyte at any point. ρl denotes the density
of the electrolyte, the value of which is constant. p denotes the pressure of the electrolyte.
According to the mobility equation,

1
r2

∂Urr2

∂r
= 0 (9)

Assume that the bubble surface radius is R, and that it is integrated for a change from
R to r. Then, the radial velocity can be written as an expression concerning R as

2R
.
R

2
+ R2

..
R

r2 − 2
.
R

2
R4

r5 = − 1
ρl

(
∂p
∂r

)
(10)

Further integration of the above equation from R to infinity yields

R
..
R +

3
2

.
R

2
=

.
P(R)

ρl
(11)

The pressure at the bubble boundary is related to the pressure inside the bubble,
Pi, and its surface tension. So, the equation for the final formation of the bubble can be
written as

R
..
R +

3
2

.
R

2
=

1
ρ

(
Pi − P∞ −

2σ

R

)
(12)

The above equation is a differential equation for the formation of bubbles. r repre-
sents the variation of bubble diameter with time. The constants in the equation include
the electrolyte density, the boundary, and the surrounding pressure and surface tension
coefficients. These quantities are determined by the chemical and physical properties of
the electrolyte.

As can be seen, both the gas produced by electrolysis and the gas entrained by the
vortex effect become bubbles, which undergo a growth process from small to large. During
this process, a variety of factors influence the final bubble size, starting with the type of
electrolyte, the voltage of the electrolysis reaction, and the diameter of the electrode during
the generation phase. In addition, the surface force, viscosity, and density of the liquid as
well as the flow rate of the generated gas also have a direct influence on the final bubble
diameter during the bubble growth phase.

Research has shown that the same conditions in the flow of liquid and the static liquid’s
(generated by the bubble) volume are different. If the liquid has a velocity component in the
vertical direction, when this velocity component is upward, it will produce an additional
upward force on the bubble, which can accelerate the detachment of the bubble; the faster
the liquid flow rate in this case, the smaller the volume of the generated bubble. Conversely,
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when the velocity of the liquid is downwards, it will inhibit the detachment of the bubbles,
and the volume of the bubbles will increase as the velocity of the liquid increases.

To simplify the problem, the type of liquid used in this experiment, the flow rate, and
the hydraulic pressure were analysed, and in this paper, the plural size of the bubbles
generated on the surface of the workpiece was taken to be 30 µm.

Simplifying the analysis without sacrificing the basic characteristics, the following
assumptions are made: (1) an identical set of bubble nucleation, growth, and separation
is formed simultaneously over the entire equivalent surface; (2) the bubbles behave in
similar patterns; (3) the nucleation locations of the bubbles are uniformly distributed over
the equivalent surface; and (4) the properties of the electrolyte and the electrode surface
are constant. The resulting analysis of a single small bubble, in a dielectric composed of
electrolyte and bubble, considers a single spherical bubble in the electrode gap, and the
electric field distribution within the gap is calculated as shown in Equations (13)–(15) below.

→
E = −∇φ (13)

∇ ·
→
D = q (14)

→
D = εε0

→
E +

→
P (15)

In Equations (13)–(15),
→
E is the electric field strength, where ϕ is the potential, ε is the

dielectric constant, ε0 is the vacuum dielectric constant,
→
D is the potential shift vector,

→
P is

the polarisation vector, and q is the free charge density.
Assuming that both the bubble and the electrolyte are homogeneous media and

considering the weak conductivity of the bubble and the electrolyte, there should be
Equation (16) on the dividing surface of the two at a steady state.

→
J 1n =

→
J 2n = γ

→
E1n = γ

→
E2n (16)

→
J is the current density vector, the angular scale is the normal unit vector at the

interface, 1 and 2 represent the medium on both sides of the interface, respectively, and γ
is the effective conductivity including leakage current and relaxation loss. Based on the
dielectric polarisation effect, Equation (17) should be used.

ε2
→
E2n − ε1

→
E1n = σ (17)

σ is the free charge surface density on the partition surface, then

σ =
ε2γ1 − ε1γ2

γ1γ2
·
→
J 2n (18)

In the initial stage, the free charge on the dividing surface σ = 0. As time increases, the
free charge on the dividing surface gradually accumulates, and the accumulation process
can be approximated as

σ = σ∞(1− e−t/τ) (19)

In Equation (19), σ∞ is the charge density on the dividing surface in the steady state
case, and τ is the relaxation time.

Considering the usual dielectric constants and conductivity of gases as well as elec-
trolytes, the relaxation time is about tens to thousands of seconds and can be neglected for
the duration of the impulse voltage, i.e., without considering the free charge density on the
dielectric dividing surface. Thus, Equation (17) can be reduced to Equation (20).

ε2
→
E2n = ε1

→
E1n (20)
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That is, the distribution of the electric field strength is inversely proportional to the
relative dielectric constant, ε, of the medium.

The relative permittivity of the electrolyte, NaNO3, is about 70, and the relative
permittivity of air is about 1, so the field strength between the small bubble and the
electrolyte is about

→
E2n = 70

→
E1n (21)

where
→
E1n and

→
E2n are the field strengths at the electrolyte and the small bubble, respec-

tively, in addition to the potential difference between the two poles according to

U =
∫

l1

→
E1n · d

→
l +

∫
l2

→
E2n · d

→
l (22)

where the integration intervals l1 and l2 are the integration lengths of the electrolyte and
the small bubble in the vertical direction, respectively.

When the applied voltage is 400 V, and the nozzle and workpiece distance is 2.5 mm,
taking the bubble size of 30 µm, Formulas (21) and (22) calculate that the bubble at the field

strength,
→
E2n, is about 61.5 kV/cm. The standard state of the air bubble breakdown of the

critical field strength is about 25~30 kV/cm, less than the actual field strength of the bubble,
so the bubble will be broken through, and the discharge occurs.

After the first discharge has occurred, the charged particles generated by the discharge
hit the liquid molecules, causing the liquid medium to decompose and produce gas. In
addition, the huge heat generated by the discharge causes the electrolyte to evaporate and
vaporise, further increasing the number of bubbles and gradually forming a bubble channel,
where discharge is likely to occur. Small bubbles break through one by one and gradually
arrange themselves into small bridges along the direction of the electric field, which run
through both poles (i.e., the tool and the workpiece), finally leading to a breakdown of the
entire gas–liquid two-phase mixing channel and a bright spark. This is shown in Figure 11.
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After the discharge channel reaches the cathode nozzle, the discharge gap is fully
conducted and forms a distinctive bright column of light in appearance. When a continu-
ous and stable discharge channel is present, energy is effectively released in the form of
electrical, optical, and thermal energy. This conclusion is also consistent with the discharge
process captured by the high-speed camera during the experiment.

5. Conclusions

This paper investigates pulsed high-voltage electric jet processing discharges and
draws the following conclusions.

(1) An experimental study of high-voltage jet electrolytic discharge was carried out, with
a high-speed camera recording the jet flow column. The results show that the dis-
charge channel is preceded by a pilot discharge in the middle of the bottom mask
hole, with the discharge channel developing bottom-up along the middle of the gas–
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liquid flow column and achieving penetration between the two poles to achieve
a large-gap long-distance discharge. The discharge of the jet stream column is
strongest when the tool electrode is moving directly above the workpiece material,
which is completely unobstructed by the mask, creating a bright spark channel. The
study also shows that Jet-ECDM does not have a bubble-forming gas film process;
the discharge is not caused by gas film breakdown and does not have the typical
preconditions for ECDM discharge.

(2) Optical microscope observation studies of the workpiece morphology showed that
when the machining voltage was 400V, a steady continuous spark appeared and the
discharge marks produced at the bottom of the crater had the distinctive feature of
a flat circle-like structure with a random specific shape and no serious damage to
the mask, which had a good constraint on the machined morphology, inhibiting its
width growth, promoting its longitudinal machining, and enhancing the removal of
material. The experimental results further show that the high-pressure jet electrolyte
helps to remove residual debris within the machined area, and the 3D images of the
machined craters show that debris has been effectively removed, even under high
pressure and long-distance discharge conditions, improving machining efficiency.

(3) The electric field simulation model of the flow column channel was constructed based
on COMSOL software, and the results showed that the field strength and potential at
the gas–liquid boundary were both 0, while the potential inside the jet flow column
decreased from the initial value to 0 from the bottom up. The study further showed
that the electric field action range is limited by the mask to the mechanical area, and
the marginal effect of the electric field makes the electric field strength of the exposed
workpiece gradually increase from the edge to the centre, and the maximum of the
electric field exists in the centre of the mask hole.

(4) The mechanism of the discharge phenomenon is analysed and studied; firstly, an
electrolytic reaction occurs to generate gas, which escapes in the form of bubbles.
A mathematical derivation shows the dielectric electric field is composed of electrolyte
and bubble; the actual field strength inside the bubble of this model is stronger than
the critical field strength of air bubble breakdown in the standard state, and the bubble
breakdown occurs in the discharge. The small bubbles break down one by one and
are gradually arranged in the direction of the electric field to form small bridges,
which run through both poles (i.e., the tool and the workpiece) and finally lead to the
breakdown of the entire gas–liquid two-phase mixing channel.
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